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In recent decades, significant research efforts have been devoted to developing
fragility and vulnerability models for mainshock-damaged buildings,
i.e., depending on the attained damage state after a mainshock ground motion
(state-dependent fragility/vulnerability relationships). Displacement-based peak
quantities, such as the maximum interstory drift ratio, are widely adopted in
fragility analysis to define both engineering demands and structural capacities
at the global and/or local levels. However, when considering ground-motion
sequences, the use of peak quantities may lead to statistical inconsistencies (e.g.,
fragility curves’ crossings) due to inadequate consideration of damage
accumulation. In this context, energy-based engineering demand parameters
(EDPs), explicitly accounting for cumulative damage, can help address this
issue. This paper provides an overview of recent findings on the development
of aftershock-fragility models of mainshock-damaged buildings. Particular focus
is given to state-of-the-art frameworks for fragility analyses based on cumulative
damage parameters. Moreover, a literature review on damage indices and energy-
based concepts and approaches in earthquake engineering is reported to better
understand themain advantages of themostly adopted energy-based parameters,
as well as their limitations. Different refinement levels of seismic response analyses
to derive fragility relationships of mainshock-damaged buildings are also
discussed. Finally, the benefits of adopting energy-based EDPs rather than, or
in addition to, peak quantities in state-dependent fragility analyses are
demonstrated on a reinforced concrete frame building. Specifically, a refined
lumped plasticity modeling approach is adopted, and sequential cloud-based
time-history analyses of a Multi-Degree-of-Freedom (MDoF) model are carried
out. The results highlight that energy-based approaches for fragility analysis
effectively capture damage accumulation during earthquake sequences
without inconsistencies in the obtained statistical models. On the other hand,
estimating global or local structural capacity in terms of cumulative EDPs is still
challenging. Further experimental data are needed to better calibrate the
quantification of energy-based damaged states.
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1 Introduction and motivations

After an earthquake, buildings can be affected by substantial
structural and non-structural damage, leading to loss of their
lateral-force resisting capacity and functionality. Recent
worldwide earthquake sequences have further highlighted that
mainshock-damaged buildings are more vulnerable to severe
damage and potentially catastrophic consequences in
subsequent seismic events. This issue is critically emphasized
by triggered earthquakes (e.g., Aljawhari et al., 2020),
i.e., subsequent seismic events generated by different rupture
zones due to the energy/stress released by a mainshock and
transferred to nearby faults, such as the
2010–2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence (e.g., Bradley
et al., 2014) and the 2016–2017 Central Italy earthquake
sequence (e.g., Chiaraluce et al., 2017). As an example, to
better understand the observed consequences related to
earthquake sequences, Figure 1 shows the evolution of the
Building Safety Evaluation procedure (i.e., tagging) for
Reinforced Concrete (RC) frame structures in the
Christchurch Central Business District (CBD) area after both
the 4/9/2010 Darfield (Canterbury) earthquake (Kam et al., 2010)
and the 22/2/2011 Christchurch (Lyttelton) earthquake (Kam
et al., 2011). After the September mainshock, almost 90% of the
RC frame structures in the CBD area were classified as safe to re-
occupy (i.e., green tag), while 0.7% of them were classified as
unsafe (i.e., red tag) (Kam et al., 2010). However, after the
2011 Christchurch (Lyttelton) earthquake, the number of RC
frame structures classified as safe to re-occupy decreased to
50.1%, with a consequent increase of structures with yellow
tag (i.e., restricted use) and red tag, 28.6% and 21.3%,
respectively (Kam et al., 2011).

However, current seismic-risk assessment studies typically
neglect the effects of seismic damage accumulation (as well as
those due to time dependencies in seismic hazard; e.g., Iacoletti
et al., 2022), considering that immediate repair takes place after
every earthquake. Neglecting the impact of prior earthquake damage
may lead to an underestimation of structural vulnerability and loss
metrics, thus affecting decision-making for defining emergency
planning strategies and insurance policies (e.g., de Quevedo
Iñarritu et al., 2021). Moreover, a detailed assessment of the
residual capacity of earthquake-damaged buildings to sustain
subsequent seismic events is critical to support decision-making

on both re-occupancy and repair vs. demolition, as well as for the
selection, design, and implementation of suitable techniques to
‘restore’ the building to its undamaged conditions (e.g., Cuevas
and Pampanin, 2017; Pampanin, 2021).

In line with the current practice for probabilistic seismic-risk
assessment of building portfolios, building-level damage is typically
expressed through fragility relationships (e.g., D’Ayala et al., 2014;
Silva et al., 2019; Martins and Silva, 2021). They represent the
probability of reaching or exceeding a specific damage state (DS)
given the earthquake-induced ground-motion intensity. Fragility
relationships are often modelled as lognormal cumulative
distribution functions. On the other hand, when dealing with
seismic-risk studies explicitly accounting for seismicity clustering
and damage accumulation, the concept of state-dependent fragility
relationships (i.e., fragility relationships depending on the attained
damage state after a mainshock) should be adopted (e.g., Luco et al.,
2004; Gentile et al., 2022). Displacement-based peak quantities, such
as the maximum interstory drift ratio (MIDR), are typically
considered in fragility analysis as engineering demand parameters
(EDPs) and used to define DS thresholds. The main advantage of
such quantities is that they are currently used in seismic codes
worldwide to estimate both member and global structural capacity,
resulting in a more “understandable” and direct definition of
damage and, consequently, DS thresholds. However, using
displacement-based peak quantities, as opposed to cumulative
EDPs, may result in improper consideration of damage
accumulation effects. In turn, this may lead to statistical
inconsistencies in the state-dependent fragility results (e.g.,
fragility curves crossing among various damage states). To
overcome this issue, some recent studies in the literature (e.g.,
Gentile and Galasso, 2021a; de Quevedo Iñarritu et al., 2021;
Kalateh-Ahani and Amiri, 2021; Yu et al., 2021; Zhou et al.,
2021) suggested performing state-dependent fragility analyses
considering energy-based EDPs. One of the main advantages of
energy-based approaches is that they rely on scalar measures (e.g.,
dynamic hysteretic energy) that monotonically increase with the
length of the ground-motion excitation (or the number of
subsequent excitations). Moreover, energy-based quantities reflect
more damage-related information than displacements (e.g., the
number of equivalent cycles; e.g., Fardis, 2018). Yet, assessing the
capacity of structural members and defining reliable DS thresholds
in terms of energy is still challenging (e.g., Fardis, 2018; Gentile and
Galasso, 2021a; Benavent-Climent et al., 2021). However, the stable

FIGURE 1
Building Safety Evaluation tagging in the Christchurch Central Business District after the 4/9/2010 Darfield (Canterbury) earthquake and the 22/2/2011
Christchurch (Lyttelton) earthquake (data from Kam et al., 2010; Kam et al., 2011). Mw is the moment magnitude of those events.
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relationship between peak deformation and hysteretic energy
observed in past studies (e.g., Decanini et al., 2000; Mollaioli
et al., 2011; Gentile and Galasso, 2021a; Benavent-Climent et al.,
2021) could provide an effective and direct tool to convert
displacement-based DS thresholds into energy-based ones.
Therefore, the promising idea of energy-based seismic design/
assessment, extensively investigated a few decades ago (e.g.,
Akiyama, 1988), has reemerged in the recent past, intending to
better capture the damage accumulation consistently with the
physics of ground-motion sequences.

This paper aims to provide an overview of the recent findings
and development on state-dependent fragility analyses for ground-
motion sequences. First, a review of the energy-based approaches in
earthquake engineering and the related damage indices mostly
adopted in literature is reported to better understand their main
advantages and limitations. Then, an overview of available
procedures for state-dependent fragility analyses is given,
considering frameworks based on either displacement-based or
cumulative EDPs. The possible implementation of alternative
frameworks based on different levels of seismic response analyses
(i.e., from simplified methods, suitable for building portfolios, to
higher-refinement methods, suitable for individual buildings; e.g.,
Gentile and Galasso, 2021b) is also discussed. Finally, an illustrative
application to an RC frame building is presented to demonstrate the
benefits of adopting energy-based EDPs rather than, or in addition
to, displacement-based peak quantities in state-dependent fragility
analyses. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents an
overview of the damage indices and energy-based approaches in
earthquake engineering; Section 3 discusses the state-of-the-art
procedures for state-dependent fragility analysis, while Section 4
introduces the illustrative application; finally, Section 5 offers some
concluding remarks for the study.

2 Energy-based concepts and
approaches in seismic engineering

2.1 Energy-based seismic response of
dynamic systems

Energy-based approaches rely on the energy-balance equation of a
dynamic system subjected to a ground-motion excitation. Considering
for the sake of simplicity a Single-Degree-of-Freedom (SDoF) inelastic
system, characterized by a massm, a viscous damping coefficient c and
subjected to ground acceleration €ug, the equation of motion is:

m€u + c _u + fs u, _u( ) � −m€ug (1)

where u, _u, and €u are respectively the displacement, velocity, and
acceleration relative to the system of reference, while fs(u, _u) is the
restoring force. The energy-balance equation (Eq. 2) can be derived
from Eq. 1 by multiplying each term for the instantaneous
displacement du � _udt and integrating over time.

∫
t
m€u _udt + ∫

t
c _u2 dt + ∫

t
fs u, _u( ) _udt � −∫

t
m€ug _udt (2)

The first term of Eq. 2 represents the “relative” (i.e., calculated
with respect to the ground) kinetic energy of the system, EK; the

second term is the energy dissipated by viscous damping, Eξ , while
the third term represents the hysteretic (irrecoverable) energy, EH,
and the stored elastic strain (recoverable) energy, ES; finally, the last
term is the relative input energy EI to the system from the ground
motion. At the end of the ground-motion excitation, and allowing
sufficient time for the free vibration to fade, the system comes to rest
and the third term of the equation refers to the hysteretic energy, EH,
only since the elastic strain energy is zero. An alternative way to
express the energy-balance equation would be Ee + Eξ + EH � EI,
where Ee is the elastic vibrational energy, defined as the sum of EK

and ES.
The energy-balance equation can be also written in terms of

“absolute” values (i.e., considering both the relative deformation of
the system and the rigid body translation due to the ground
displacement). However, past research studies (e.g., Uang and
Bertero, 1990) have demonstrated that relative and absolute input
energies are very similar in the range of interest for engineering
application, i.e., 0.3–5.0 s, making that distinction mostly academic
than actual (e.g., Kazantzi and Vamvatsikos, 2018). Nevertheless,
Kalkan and Kunnath (2008) showed that the difference between
absolute and relative input energy is more significant for near-fault
than far-fault ground motions. Therefore, the above authors
concluded that relative input energy is a more meaningful
measure than absolute input energy in the case of forward
directivity near-fault records.

It is worth highlighting that, for a given ground motion record,
the amount of input energy and, as a result, of hysteretic energy is
not constant. The input energy depends on the period and damping
of the system, as well as on the force-deformation backbone curve
and the cyclic hysteretic rule. Thus, maximizing the area of the cyclic
hysteresis loops does not necessarily lead to better seismic behavior
of the structure since also the input energy can be affected by this
modification–Priestley (1993) defined it as one of the “myths in
earthquake engineering”. Yet, by increasing the damping capacity of
the system, a higher dissipating action can be obtained, reducing the
seismic demand.

The total input energy that contributes to damage, ED, can be
defined as the difference between relative input energy EIr, and the
damping energy Eξ (Housner, 1956). As mentioned above, ED is
equal to the hysteretic energy EH if measured at the end of ground
motion excitation and allowing for enough free vibration time,
i.e., when the structure comes to rest. The ratio between ED and
EIr can be assessed, in a simplified way, as a function of the
equivalent viscous damping factor ξ through the Eq. 3 (Akiyama,
1988):

ED

EIr
� 1

1 + 3ξ + 1.2
�
ξ

√( )2

(3)

Moreover, for a fixed value of ξ, it is possible to evaluate the
equivalent velocity (related to the pseudo-velocity) as a function of
ED. Current energy-based design approaches are typically based on
this concept (Benavent-Climent et al., 2021). Recently, Fardis (2018)
pointed out that although a substantial research effort has been
devoted in the past to investigate the seismic energy demand, mainly
by analyzing SDoF systems (e.g., Fajfar, 1992; Fajfar and Vidic, 1994;
Decanini and Mollaioli, 1998, 2001; Decanini et al., 2000; Decanini
et al., 2004; Kalkan and Kunnath, 2008), only a few studies
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considered MDoF systems and/or the energy capacity along with the
energy demand.

As an example, Figure 2 shows the results of non-linear dynamic
time history analyses (NLTHAs) of an SDoF system subjected to
“artificial” ground-motion sequences (i.e., ground-motion
sequences defined by coupling two different random records).
The selected SDoF system is characterized by a simple elastic-
perfectly plastic hysteresis behavior with yielding acceleration Sa,y �
0.2g and a yielding displacement Δy � 0.02m (thus returning a
fundamental period T � 0.634s); no strength degradation is defined.
The investigation is carried out using the structural software
Ruaumoko (Carr, 2016). To implement the study, three different
ground-motion records are selected from the Next-Generation of
Attenuation (NGA)-West2 database (Ancheta et al., 2014), namely:
1) 1940 Imperial Valley-02 (NGA id = 6; station name: El Centro
Array #9; horizontal component = 1); 2) 1971 San Fernando (NGA
id = 70; station name: Lake Hughes #1; horizontal component = 1);
and 3) 1966 Parkfield (NGA id = 30; station name:
Cholame–Shandon Array #5; horizontal component = 1). In the
performed analyses, the SDoF system is first subjected to the ground
motion 1) (i.e., 1940 Imperial Valley-02) and then to either the
ground motion 2) (i.e., 1971 San Fernando) or ground motion 3)
(i.e., 1966 Parkfield); 20 s of free oscillation are provided between the
first and second ground motion and at the end of the whole ground-
motion sequence. The results of the two different analyses are herein
presented (first analysis: ground-motion 1) + 2), Figures 2A, B;
second analysis: ground-motion 1) + 3), Figures 2C, D). Since it
could be challenging to extract the elastic strain energy contribution
from the third term of Eq. 2, a lower envelope of the latter,

representing the increasing monotonic EH over time, is shown in
Figures 2A, C. The results in terms of energy-based quantities are
normalized to the product of the yielding strength (Fy) and the
yielding displacement (Δy) of the SDoF’s backbone curve. This also
allows evaluating the normalized dissipated energy by plastic
deformations, i.e., η � EH/(Fy Δy) for SDoF systems or ηj �
EH,j/(Fy,j Δy,j) for the j-th story of an MDoF system (Akiyama,
1985). This is a relevant parameter in the energy-based design
methodology. In fact, to avoid concentration of damage in a
single story, the structure should be designed to obtain an
optimal strength distribution, i.e., ηj � η � const (Akiyama, 1985;
Donaire-Ávila and Benavent-Climent, 2020; Cheng et al., 2021).

Figures 2A, C show that the hysteretic energy monotonically
increases with the length of the ground motion excitation. In
comparison, the peak displacement is not monotonic for these
specific sequences (Figures 2B, D). Figure 2B would suggest that
the residual displacement could be adopted as an effective
complementary metric to assess structural damage, as already
investigated in past studies (e.g., Pampanin et al., 2002b;
Christopoulos et al., 2003; Nuzzo et al., 2020). However, such a
quantity (i.e., residual displacement) strongly depends on the
adopted hysteretic rules and on the characteristics of the “small
cycles” (e.g., Dazio, 2004; Kazantzi and Vamvatsikos, 2018). In
addition, in the case of earthquake sequences, it can be affected
by the polarity of both ground-motion excitations, potentially
leading to a “recentering” effect, as observed in Figure 2D.
However and overall, it is not straightforward to quantify
structural damage and estimate the maximum displacement
values by just looking at the energy-based results.

FIGURE 2
Example of non-linear dynamic behavior in terms of (A,C) hysteretic energy; and (B,D) displacement over time of an SDoF system subjected to two
different ground motion sequences.
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2.2 Damage indices

The concepts discussed above led a few decades ago to extensive
investigations to provide damage parameters able to quantify and
generally define the evolution of damage at both local and global
structural levels. Currently, the most commonly adopted EDP is still
ductility demand μ, typically defined as the ratio between the
maximum displacement d max of the structure and the yielding
displacement dy. However, when using ductility for the damage
characterization of a structure, the effects of the number of plastic
cycles and repeated cyclic loading (cumulative damage) are not
explicitly captured. In line with the above discussion, it is possible to
characterize damage through the dynamic hysteretic energy EH.
However, as Cosenza et al. (1993) pointed out, this method
considers the contribution to energy dissipation of all inelastic
cycles without considering the cycle amplitude. Past experimental
investigations have shown that cycles with limited plastic
deformation are less relevant to structural damage. Both these
damage parameters (i.e., displacement ductility μ and hysteretic
energy or, in a complementary way, the hysteresis ductility μE;
Mahin and Bertero 1981) can be used to define normalized “damage
functionals”, most known as damage indices (Table 1). Note that μE
(listed in Table 1) is related to the parameter η previously discussed,
i.e., μE � η + 1 for SDoF systems. In addition, DE is based on a
conservative assumption for which the hysteretic energy capacity of
a system is equal to its energy dissipation capacity under monotonic
loading (Priestley, 1993), whilst past research works in literature
focused on the derivation of correction factors for evaluating the
“dynamic” equivalent viscous damping (i.e., related to NLTHAs)
from the “static” (area-based) one (e.g., Grant et al., 2005).

By assessing the acceleration spectra of an SDoF system using
the damage criteria listed in Table 1, Cosenza et al. (1993) showed
that these two extreme hypotheses of seismic failure may lead to
unacceptable uncertainty in the design accelerations, higher than
100%. Therefore, the authors noted the need to introduce more
realistic damage functionals/indices. To overcome these issues,
damage models based on the combination of maximum
deformation and hysteretic energy have also been proposed (e.g.,
Banon and Veneziano, 1982; Park and Ang, 1985; Kunnath et al.,
1992; Cosenza et al., 1993). These approaches are based on a low-
cycle fatigue type of failure, considering that the number of cycles
before failure decreases as the amplitude increases (Christopoulos
et al., 2003). Another relevant parameter in energy-based
approaches is represented by the ratio neq � η/(μ − 1), referred to
as the “equivalent number of yield excursions” (e.g., Benavent-
Climent et al., 2021). The relationship between η and μ was
originally investigated by Akiyama (1999; 2008) for MDoF

systems with the same mass and fundamental period but
different hysteretic behaviors and shear force ratio rq (defined as
the ratio between the average of the maximum shear force sustained
by the elastic component �Qm and the yielding shear force of the
elastoplastic element, Qy, i.e. rq � �Qm /Qy; more details can be
found in Akiyama, 2008). The same author proposed simplified
relationships to evaluate neq values for design purposes, selected to
be slightly larger than the observed lower bound values. More
recently, Benavent-Climent et al. (2021) performed extensive
non-linear time history analyses of SDoF systems (representing
equivalent RC structures) characterized by different fundamental
periods and hysteretic behaviors. Moreover, two sets of ground
motion records were considered in the investigation, i.e., near-field
and far-field records. The authors concluded that the observed η-μ
relationship was in good agreement with the design values
recommended by Akiyama (1999); the latter have been shown to
be slightly conservative for far-field records and slightly
unconservative for near-fault records.

Among other damage models, the one proposed by Park and
Ang (1985) is the most widely adopted in the literature. Therefore,
particular focus is given to this approach in this section.

The Park and Ang damaged index, DPA, defines damage as a
linear function of the maximum deformation and the dissipated
hysteretic energy (Eq. 4):

DPA � d max

du
+ β

EH

Fydu
(4)

In Eq. 4, β is a coefficient representing the strength deterioration
as a function of the amount of dissipated energy. The evaluation of
the β coefficient is a critical issue when adopting the DPA. In the
original proposal (Park and Ang, 1985), the coefficient β was
obtained through linear regression of 261 cyclic (quasi-static) test
data on beams and columns. The authors highlighted that these
experimental data were selected from a wider dataset, considering
only tests in which an instantaneous or gradual failure can be
identified on the backbone curve. The hysteretic energy was thus
integrated up to the failure point; finally, β values were assessed by
imposing DPA � 1. A formulation to assess β value as a function of
the shear span ratio l

d, the normalized axial load n0, the longitudinal
steel ratio ρt, and the transversal steel ratio ρw was proposed (Eq. 5):

β � −0.447 + 0.073
l

d
+ 0.24 n0 + 0.314ρt( ) · 0.7ρw (5)

Substantial differences were observed by the authors when
comparing the experimental data and the calculated values of β
through Eq. 5, with a Coefficient of Variation (CoV; the ratio of the
standard deviation to the mean) equal to 60%. Kappos (1997)
highlighted that damage indices should be calibrated using a
large amount of experimental data, carried out following well-
defined standardized testing procedures since, as mentioned
above, the amount of hysteretic energy is strongly affected by the
load history. Cosenza et al. (1993) pointed out that the observed
experimental values of β were in the range between −0.3 and 1.2,
with a median equal to approximately 0.15. In a simplified way, this
reference value was widely adopted in recent research works (e.g.,
Kalateh-Ahani and Amiri, 2021; Yu et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2021),
often without any consideration of the analyzed structure. However,

TABLE 1 Formulation of the displacement and hysteretic energy damage
indices (DIs).

Dμ � μ−1
μu−1 DE � μE−1

μE,u−1

μ � d max
dy

μE � EH
Fydy

+ 1

μu � du
dy

μE,u � EH,u

Fydy
+ 1

Note: μu = ultimate ductility capacity; μE,u = ultimate hysteresis ductility capacity; dy =

yielding displacement; du = ultimate displacement capacity; Fy = yielding force; EH,u =

ultimate hysteretic energy capacity.
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the original relationship proposed by Park and Ang (1985) (Eq. 5)
would suggest that the smaller values of β are related to cases where a
high ductility capacity is expected (i.e., low values of axial loads, low
reinforcement quantity in tension and a high percentage of stirrups).
Therefore, in these cases, Eq. 5 would suggest that the effect of low-
cycle fatigue can be neglected, and the damage index based on
ductility can be simplified to assess the structural damage with
satisfactory accuracy. When brittle failure mechanisms (e.g., shear
failure, concrete crushing, or reinforcement steel buckling) are
expected, cyclic deterioration becomes substantial, and higher β

values should be adopted. Kappos (1997) provided a similar
conclusion, demonstrating that for well-designed RC members,
the ductility term seems dominant in DPA, while the energy has
only a limited contribution. Another acknowledged limitation of the
β parameter is that it is independent of the loading history.

An alternative modified expression of this index (DPA,mod) was
proposed by Kunnath et al. (1992) (Eq. 6). In this expression, only
the plastic unrecoverable deformation is considered in the first term,
and the relationship is expressed as a function of moments M and
curvature ϕ of the considered structural member:

DPA,mod �
ϕ max − ϕy

ϕu − ϕy

+ β
EH

Myϕu

(6)

where ϕ max is the maximum curvature observed during the analysis,
ϕu and ϕy are the ultimate and yielding curvature capacity,
respectively; My is the yielding moment.

Park et al. (1985) suggested that the overall performance of the
building (i.e., global Park and Ang DI, DPA,glob) can be assessed as
the sum of the damage indices at the local levelDPA,loc,i, weighted by
an “importance factor” wi (Eq. 7). The authors suggested assessing
the weights wi by energy considerations (i.e., wi � Ei/∑iEi, where Ei

is the hysteretic energy of member i).

DPA,glob � ∑
i
wi DPA,loc,i (7)

However, providing an adequate definition of global damage
indices for the structure is an obvious difficulty. In many cases, it
should not be addressed by simply adopting a weighted average of
member indices (Kappos, 1997). Moreover, one of the significant
issues related to using DIs is the definition of DS thresholds for
engineering applications. In that direction, an interesting
investigation was presented by Park et al. (1985) and Park et al.
(1987), where the DIs were calculated for nine RC buildings that
were damaged during the 1971 San Fernando earthquake in the US
and the 1978 Miyagiken-Oki earthquake in Japan; DS thresholds
were thus calibrated based on the observed damage. The authors
concluded that DPA values higher than one can be related to the
attainment of global failure mechanisms, while the reparability
threshold corresponds to DPA � 0.4. Further estimations of DS
thresholds for bridge structures were proposed by Ang et al.
(1993) and Stone and Taylor (1993). Although these pioneering
studies are fairly old and sometimes based on dated numerical
modeling strategies, these DS thresholds have been widely adopted
also in recent studies available in the literature (e.g., Kalateh-Ahani
and Amiri, 2021; Yu et al., 2021). Christopoulos et al. (2003) pointed
out that DIs can be considered effective measures in characterizing
the performance level near collapse (i.e., DI almost equal to 1). On
the other hand, DIs seem unable to effectively describe the

performance levels related to occupancy and damage control.
Similarly, Williams and Sexsmith (1995) highlighted that the
damage scale for DPA is not linear, and since a value equal to
0.4 is deemed representative of severe damage, it could be
challenging to differentiate between low damage levels.

Finally, the relationship between peak deformation and energy-
based parameters has been widely investigated in the past (e.g.,
Decanini et al., 2000; Mollaioli et al., 2011; Gentile and Galasso,
2021a; Benavent-Climent et al., 2021). Specifically, a stable pseudo-
parabolic relationship between peak deformation and hysteretic
energy has been observed (e.g., Decanini et al., 2000; Gentile and
Galasso, 2021a). Gentile and Galasso (2021a) pointed out that
hysteretic energy depends on the force-deformation backbone
curve of the system and the adopted hysteretic rules. Therefore,
the hysteretic energy vs. deformation relationship cannot be easily
generalized. However, they point out that the above parameters are
not variable for a given archetype structure. Hence, the hysteretic
energy vs. deformation relationship can be successfully
characterized, provided that record-to-record variability is
considered. Gentile and Galasso (2021a) suggested using the
median of such a relationship to rationally convert drift-based
DS thresholds into hysteretic energy-based ones to be used in
state-dependent fragility analysis. The authors finally highlighted
that experimental/field data should be used to further validate such
DS conversion method.

3 Seismic residual capacity and state-
dependent fragility analysis

Post-earthquake seismic residual capacity of earthquake-
damaged buildings has been widely investigated in the last
decades. In the late 1990s, the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) 306 report (FEMA, 1998) introduced a simplified
pushover-based methodology to assess the seismic performance of
earthquake-damaged RC walls and masonry buildings. The
proposed approach is based on capacity reduction factors for
plastic hinges’ response of damaged components in terms of
stiffness (λK), strength (λQ), and ductility (λD) (Figure 3A).
These λ-factors are provided as a function of the observed
damage during visual inspections, including the description and a
schematic illustration of the crack patterns. An alternative,
conceptually similar approach was proposed by the Japan
Building Disaster Prevention Association (JBDPA) Guideline
(overview in English available in Nakano et al., 2004; Maeda
et al., 2019), where a single reduction factor ηD, defined as the
ratio of residual energy dissipation capacity to the original one
(Figure 3B), is adopted to assess the post-earthquake seismic
capacity of the structure. A residual capacity ratio, namely,
R-index, defined as the ratio of post-earthquake to original
seismic capacity, is thus evaluated; specifically, the seismic
capacity is expressed in terms of seismic performance index and
evaluated using the ultimate lateral strength index (C index) and the
ductility index (F index) of each lateral-load resisting member.
When initial earthquake-related damage is considered, the C
index and the F index are calculated using seismic capacity
reduction factors ηD. More details about the JBDPA Guideline
methodology can be found in Maeda et al. (2019).
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In line with these approaches, past research focused on deriving
plastic hinges’modification factors for damaged RC components. Di
Ludovico et al. (2013) proposed suitable expressions for λ-factors
using a database of 23 cyclic test results for columns with deformed
bars and 13 tests for smooth bars, representing typical RC structural
members in Mediterranean regions. Similarly, Chiu et al. (2021)
experimentally assessed reduction factors for RC columns’ strength,
stiffness, and energy dissipation, investigating the differences in the
results between static-cyclic loading and dynamic testing. To
investigate their post-earthquake residual capacity, Marder et al.
(2018) tested 17 nominally identical modern RC beams with
different loading protocols and constraints. The experimental
results have been used by Marder et al. (2020) to propose a
lower-bound formulation for their post-earthquake residual
stiffness. Using refined numerical Finite Element Method (FEM)
simulations, Rossi et al. (2022) investigated the expected annual
losses (EAL) of RC wall buildings in their undamaged, damaged, and
repaired configurations. A similar modeling approach was also
adopted by Ceccarelli et al. (2021) to derive stiffness and strength
reduction coefficients for RC walls through numerical simulations,
considering different post-earthquake damage scenarios. The
authors also discussed the influence of earthquake-related
damage on economic seismic losses. Other past studies
investigated buildings’ post-earthquake seismic residual capacity
in terms of low-cycle fatigue from a material level to a
subassesembly and structural level. Among others, Cuevas and
Pampanin (2014) proposed a displacement-based framework to
account for residual capacity, at both plastic hinges and structure
level, in the design and assessment processes against mainshock-
aftershocks sequences. An overview of the research activities carried
out in New Zealand for the research project on Residual Capacity
and Repairing Options can be found in Pampanin et al. (2015).
Elwood et al. (2016) discussed a draft framework for the detailed
assessment of earthquake-damaged buildings, identifying the future
research needed to achieve that goal. Malek et al. (2018) carried out
an experimental investigation to assess the residual capacity of
concrete material in damaged RC columns. The authors also
performed a permeability-based damage assessment, highlighting
a significant reduction in terms of axial strain and compressive
strength capacity for concrete of damaged members. Recently,
Loporcaro et al. (2018, 2022) experimentally investigated the
effects of strain ageing in reducing the residual fatigue life of
steel reinforcement.

3.1 State-dependent fragility analysis

State-dependent fragility relationships are needed when dealing
with probabilistic seismic-risk assessments explicitly accounting for
mainshock-aftershock sequences or initial structural damage due to
prior earthquakes. It is worth highlighting that the term “mainshock-
aftershock” is herein adopted to refer to earthquake sequences in
which a first ground motion (i.e., mainshock, MS) is followed by a
second one (called aftershock, AS, for simplicity) which can refer to
either an actual aftershock, a triggered seismic event, or another MS
(i.e.,MS-MS sequence) happening in a short time window, in line with
the previous discussion in Section 1 (the same considerations are
thus valid for the expression “aftershock-fragility analysis”). Typically,
aftershock fragilities express the probability of being in or exceeding
an EDP threshold given an Intensity Measure (IM) of the aftershock
and an initial DS due to the mainshock. Clearly, an initial earthquake-
related structural damage is expected to cause a reduction of the
median of the fragility relationships of any given DS if compared to
the undamaged configuration (i.e., a left shift of the fragility must be
observed). Moreover, no state-dependent fragility curves’ crossing
must occur to avoid inconsistencies in the resulting statistical models.
For example, the intersection between different state-dependent
fragility curves (i.e., related to different initial DSs) would indicate
that, for some values of the IM, the intact structure has a higher
probability of reaching or exceeding a DS than the same structure
when affected by initial earthquake-related damage, which is an
apparent inconsistency.

Conceptually, fragility relationships for earthquake-damaged
buildings can be evaluated through different seismic response
analysis methods, as shown in Figure 4. This aspect is deemed
crucial since, as pointed out by Gentile and Galasso (2021b), various
end-users and stakeholders may have different analysis
requirements. For instance, government agencies or (re)insurance
companies – that typically deal with large building portfolios – could
be interested in a time-saving lower refinement level of analysis,
accepting higher uncertainties in the results. It can be noted that the
methods reported in Figure 4 can be grouped into different
categories, based on the refinement of the analysis (e.g., non-
linear dynamic vs. non-linear static analyses) and the complexity
of the model (e.g., non-linear MDoF vs. SDoF models; numerical
software-based vs. analytical mechanically-based models). Each
approach shown in Figure 4 is discussed in more detail in the
following paragraphs.

FIGURE 3
(A) Stiffness, strength, and displacement reduction coefficients in FEMA 306; and (B) capacity reduction factor for structural members in JBDPA
Guideline (modified after FEMA, 1998,; Nakano et al., 2004).
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3.1.1 Non-linear dynamic analyses on MDoF
numerical models

When different refinement levels of analyses are considered, the
benchmark should be NLTHAs on an MDoF non-linear numerical
model since they currently represent the most advanced seismic
response analysis method. In this context, an extended version of
Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA, Vamvatsikos and Cornell,
2002), i.e., the so-called back-to-back IDA, has been widely adopted
in past studies (e.g., Ruiz-García and Aguilar, 2015; Raghunandan
et al., 2015; Di Trapani and Malavisi, 2019; Gaetani d’Aragona et al.,
2017). In this approach, fragility analysis of the intact (i.e., as built)
structure is performed through the traditional IDA method. Initial
earthquake-related damage is simulated by scaling each ground-
motion record to achieve a prescribed DS. Then, for each
mainshock-damaged configuration, a subsequent IDA is
performed for each selected record; the same analysis is carried
out for each considered initial DS. The main advantage of this
approach is that it directly considers a specific initial DS of a
structure after a mainshock; on the other hand, carrying out
aftershock fragility analysis of mainshock-damaged buildings
following this approach typically requires a costly computational
effort. Moreover, the IDA procedure generally uses the same record
set to analyze all IM ranges of values, potentially leading to excessive
scaling and unrealistically large ground motions (e.g., Baker and
Cornell, 2006). Alternatively, methods employing unscaled ground
motions can be adopted, such as the so-called cloud analysis (e.g.,
Cornell et al., 2002; Jalayer et al., 2015; Jalayer et al., 2017). Cloud
analysis allows one to perform fragility analysis by fitting a power-
law model (EDP � a IMb, through linear regression in a log-log
space) for the results of NLTHAs in terms of IM vs. EDP, using a
suite of as-recorded ground motions. This method does not require
either a site-specific, hazard-consistent record selection or
excessively scaled records (i.e., none-to-moderate scaling of the
ground motions can be adopted). However, it is also based on a
few simplifying assumptions, such as using a constant standard error
of the regression. It is also deemed quite sensitive to the selected suite
of records (Jalayer et al., 2015). Some recommendations for

performing the record selection for cloud analysis can be found
in Jalayer et al. (2017). Jeon et al. (2015) proposed a mixed
framework for state-dependent fragility analysis, involving both
IDA for simulating the mainshock damage and a cloud-based
method to compute aftershock fragility analysis. More recently,
Aljawhari et al. (2020) derived state-dependent fragility and
vulnerability relationships through a sequential cloud approach,
considering mainshock-aftershock sequences. The authors
performed NLTHA of an MDoF numerical model of case-study
structures considering 500 ground-motion sequences, covering a
wide range of IM for both MS and AS. First, fragility relationships of
the intact structure are carried out through cloud analysis,
considering the cloud data of MS only. Moreover, the MS
analysis results are grouped based on the observed DS. Then,
additional clouds (for each initial DS) are obtained by
considering the results of MS-AS sequences in which the
structure belongs to the same initial DS. Different Probabilistic
Seismic Demand Models (PSDMs) are thus defined by fitting a
power-law model conditioned on different levels of mainshock-
damage state. All the cited papers adopted peak-deformation
quantities (typically MIDR) to perform fragility analysis. As
already discussed, the use of non-cumulative EDPs may lead to
unacceptable statistical results (e.g., for some values of the IM, the
intact structure is characterized by higher EDP values than the same
structure in its earthquake-damaged configuration, which is an
obvious inconsistency). Both Jeon et al. (2015) and Aljawhari
et al. (2020) observed this issue when first defining state-
dependent PSDMs in the form of power laws. The same problem
is observed and discussed in the illustrative application, presented in
Section 4. To avoid statistical inconsistencies, both works adopted a
bilinear PSDM for EDP vs. IM results. Although this choice seems to
be reasonable when looking at the cloud result in a log-log space, it is
not easy to provide general physics-based and engineering
motivations to the behavior-changing point in the bilinear model.
Moreover, some past studies discarded results in which the
aftershock MIDR is smaller than the mainshock one, leading to a
bias in the statistical result (e.g., Zhang et al., 2020). The use of

FIGURE 4
Different seismic response analysis methods for state-dependent fragility analysis.
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cumulative EPDs in state-dependent fragility analysis has been
investigated in the recent past to address those issues. As an
example, Kalateh-Ahani and Amiri (2021) investigated the
collapse capacity of mainshock-damaged structures through back-
to-back IDA and considered theDPA as EDP. TheDPA has also been
adopted as an EDP by de Quevedo Iñarritu et al. (2021), Zhou et al.
(2021), and Yu et al. (2021). De Quevedo Iñarritu et al. (2021)
carried out damage-dependent fragility curves for RC buildings
through cloud analysis. Moreover, the authors investigated the
difference in adopting global (non-cumulative) displacement-
based parameter (i.e., MIDR) and component-based approach
involving cumulative EDP (i.e., Park and Ang DI), concluding
that a component-based methodology with local energy-based
parameters is superior in capturing the accumulation of damage
during a seismic sequences. Zhou et al. (2021) proposed a bivariate
DI-based PSDM that considers the IMs of both mainshock and
aftershock in fragility analysis. The authors also performed state-
dependent fragility analysis on a 5-story RC frame building,
highlighting a higher fragility of the structure and uncertainty in
the results under mainshock-aftershock if compared to mainshock-
only conditions. Similarly, Yu et al. (2021) studied a framework to
develop mainshock-aftershock fragility surfaces, considering two
IMs for the considered ground-motion sequences. The modified
Park and Ang damage index (Eq. 6) was adopted, although the
authors pointed out that the proposed framework can also be
implemented considering other cumulative DIs. Although
methodologies relying on cumulative DI-based EDPs seem to
provide an adequate statistical description of the earthquake
sequences problem, the widely adopted DPA has some
limitations, as extensively discussed in Section 2. Moreover, the
knowledge gap related to the definition of suitable and reliable DS
thresholds in terms of DI has not been overcome (Fardis, 2018).

Recently, an innovative hysteretic energy-based framework to
derive fragility relationships of structures subjected to ground-
motion sequences has been proposed by Gentile and Galasso
(2021a), which embeds a methodology to calibrate energy-based
DS thresholds. Starting from the observation that the relationship
between peak deformation and hysteretic energy is pseudo-parabolic
and that, for the same peak displacement demand, lower energy
dissipation in the aftershock is expected considering a higher
damage level in the mainshock (i.e., initial DS), the authors
proposed the five-parameter PSDM shown in Eq. 8:

EH,MSAS � EH,MS + EH,AS � aϑbMS + c0 1 −mϑMS( )IMd
AS (8)

where EH,MS, EH,AS, and EH,MSAS are respectively the hysteretic
energy dissipated in the mainshock (MS), in the aftershock (AS) and
the mainshock-aftershock sequence (MS-AS); ϑMS is the MIDR in
theMS; IMAS is the IM in the AS; the remaining parameters (a, b, c0,
d, m) are coefficients estimated through regression analysis. The
training data for the regression is obtained through sequential cloud-
based NLTHAs, considering earthquakeMS-AS sequences. First, the
results of the MS (ϑMS) are used to fit the power-law regression
model, thus defining the coefficient a and b describing the
relationship between ϑMS and EH,MS. Similarly, the MS data
(EH,MS) are used to fit the relationship between IMAS and EH,AS

in the case of intact structure (i.e., ϑMS � 0), thus assessing c0 and d.
Finally, AS data (EH,AS) are used to fit the relationship between ϑMS,

IMAS, and EH,AS, thus defining the coefficient m. The PSDM
consists of a surface describing the expected value of EH,MSAS

given a ϑMS and a IMAS (Figure 5).
This PSDM allows one to perform state-dependent fragility

analysis using Eqs 9–11.

P EH ≥EH,MSAS

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣DSMS, IMAS( ) � 1 −Φ
ln EH,DSAS − μlnEH |DSMS,IMAS

σ lnEH |DSMS,IMAS

( )
(9)

μlnEH |DSMS,IMAS
� EH,DSAS − aϑbDS

c0 1 −m ϑDS( )( ) 1
d (10)

β � σ lnEH |DSMS,IMAS

d
(11)

where μlnEH |DSMS,IMAS
and σ lnEH |DSMS,IMAS are the median value of the

state-dependent fragility and the logarithmic standard deviation,
respectively.

In this methodology, energy-based DS thresholds are defined
starting from structure-specific drift-based ones (assessed by a
pushover analysis) and using the fitted energy-vs-displacement
relationship (i.e., EH,MS � aϑbMS), as shown in Figure 5. It is
worth highlighting that the PSDM is consistent with the relevant
physics of ground-motion sequences since the dissipated hysteretic
energy in the whole sequence monotonically increases with respect
to the combination of the MIDR in the mainshock and the IM of the
aftershock; moreover, lower hysteretic energy dissipated in the
aftershock is obtained if higher MIDR in the mainshock is
considered. The authors demonstrated the framework for 14 RC
frame buildings, characterized by different height levels, plastic
mechanisms (beam-sway, i.e., plastic hinges in all the beams and
the base columns; column-sway, i.e., soft-story mechanism at the
ground story; mixed-sway, i.e., failure mechanism involving either
joint shear failures, beam and/or column flexure/shear failures), and
infill configurations (bare frame, uniformly infilled frame, and
pilotis frame, i.e., uniformly infilled frame except at the ground
floor). The authors concluded that the proposed methodology
properly captures damage accumulation without inconsistencies

FIGURE 5
Conceptual illustration of the PSDM proposed by Gentile and
Galasso (2021a).
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in the statistical model. Moreover, as expected, the plastic
mechanism is shown to strongly affect the energy-based seismic
response characterization for a given frame geometry. It is
noteworthy that, although the 14 RC case-study frames showed
significantly different seismic responses both in terms of force-
displacement capacity curve and hysteretic behavior (mainly due to
the observed plastic mechanism), the proposed framework allowed
carrying out proper fragility estimation for each configuration. Thus,
even if energy-based EDPs are more sensitive to the hysteretic
response of the system than displacement-based ones, the
feasibility of the procedure proposed by Gentile and Galasso
(2021a) seems to be not affected by the observed hysteresis
behavior. Nevertheless, the authors pointed out that the relevant
experimental/field data should be used to further validate the use of
the fitted EH-vs-MIDR relationship to identify the energy-based DS
thresholds.

The same PSDM has recently been adopted and extended by
Otárola et al. (2022) to derive state-dependent fragility and
vulnerability relationships for bridge structures subjected to
corrosion deterioration and ground-motion sequences. The
authors adopted a modified regression model for fitting the
relationship between EDPMS and EH,MS,
i.e., EH,MS � exp(a0EDPb0

MS + c0EDPd0
MS), to capture the non-

linearities observed in the trend. Moreover, the effects of
corrosion phenomena have been included in the PSDM model.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that, when dealing with non-
linear dynamic analyses for ground-motion sequences, also the
earthquake data type and the record selection process may affect
the complexity of the methodology. Some studies in the literature
investigated the seismic performance of structures subjected to
“real” (i.e., recorder) MS-AS sequences (e.g., Ruiz-García, 2012).
However, using real sequences may be deemed not suitable for
fragility estimation since typically only few ASs characterized by
high IMs are available. For these reasons, “artificial” MS-AS
sequences have been widely adopted in the literature. Artificial
MS-AS sequences can be derived by randomly combining two
MSs (e.g., Aljawhari et al., 2020; Gentile and Galasso, 2021a) or
by adopting more advanced approaches involving the
combination of ground-motion records by using an MS-AS
correlation model (e.g., Papadopoulos et al., 2020). Finally,
artificial MS-AS sequences can be used in addition to real
ones to improve the ground-motion sequence set and cover a
wider range of MS-AS IMs (e.g., de Quevedo Iñarritu et al.,
2021).

3.1.2 Non-linear dynamic analyses on equivalent
SDoF systems

Conceptually, all the methodologies discussed above for MDoF
models can also be used considering NLTHAs on equivalent SDoF
systems to reduce the computational effort. Typically, the backbone
curve of an equivalent SDoF is defined using the results of a
pushover analysis on an MDoF numerical model of the structure,
thus assessing the equivalent mass meq, the effective height Heff,
and the displacement at the effective height Δeff (Figure 4). Clearly,
different structures may exhibit different plastic mechanisms and
related inelastic displacement shapes, depending on their height/
number of stories and code-design level, among others. To more-
accurately take these into account, the inelastic deformation shape of

the MDoF model (rather than the elastic one, e.g., modal analysis)
can be used to derive the relevant parameters of the equivalent SDoF
system (similar to the procedure of the Direct Displacement-Based
Design, DDBD, Priestley et al., 2007). The choice of suitable
hysteresis rules is also deemed critical in defining the equivalent
SDoF system. Typically, this aspect is addressed considering the
typological and mechanical characteristics of the analyzed building.
For example, in the case of RC structures, a higher dissipation
capacity is expected for modern buildings compared to existing
dated buildings, which can experience a severe “pinching” effect in
their cycle behavior due to reinforcement bar slips. However, the
assessment of peak displacement-based global EDPs (e.g., MIDR) is
relatively insensitive to the hysteresis parameters (Kazantzi and
Vamvatsikos, 2018). As discussed above, hysteresis rules strongly
affected the estimation of energy-based EDPs (Kazantzi and
Vamvatsikos, 2018). Therefore, if energy-based EDPs are
involved, the hysteresis rules of the equivalent SDoF should be
calibrated using the cyclic response (e.g., non-linear static push-pull
analyses) of the MDoF numerical model.

Several past research works investigated the mainshock-
damaged fragility relationships using equivalent SDoF systems
(e.g., Luco et al., 2004; Papadopoulos and Bazzurro, 2021),
generally adopting a back-to-back IDA approach. Orlacchio et al.
(2020) proposed a simplified procedure based on a semi-empirical
predictive model to assess the MS-damaged backbone curve of an
equivalent SDoF system to further reduce the computational effort.
Monte-Carlo sampling is thus adopted to obtain damaged structural
configurations, and subsequent IDAs on those models are carried
out to perform state-dependent fragility analysis.

3.1.3 Non-linear static approaches
Moving to a low-refinement level of analysis, the state-

dependent fragility estimation can also be performed using non-
linear static analyses (capacity) and spectrum-based domain
(demand) or other simplified approaches (Figure 4). In this
context, Bazzurro et al. (2004) proposed a simplified procedure
to derive pushover capacity curves of the structure in its both intact
and damaged configurations. Structural damage is simulated by
loading the intact structure until reaching a fixed damage level
(expressed in terms of roof drift), then unloading it to zero and
finally reloading until a plastic mechanism develops (Figure 6).
Then, the SPO2IDA tool (Vamvatsikos and Cornell, 2005) is used to
assess the median values of fragility relationships for the intact and
earthquake-damaged configuration. The results have also been used
to propose a building tagging procedure based on the increase in
Mean Annual Frequency (MAF) of exceeding the life-safety limit
state in post-earthquake conditions. Later, following the FEMA
306 approach, Polese et al. (2012) proposed a simplified
pushover-based procedure to develop damage-dependent fragility
curves. The median values of the fragility relationships are estimated
through the incremental N2 method (IN2, Dolšek and Fajfar, 2004),
considering the capacity curve of the structure in its as-built and
damaged configuration, while default dispersion values are selected.
The study was limited to collapse fragility estimation. Themain issue
in adopting pushover analyses and demand spectrum-based
procedures (e.g., N2 method, Fajfar, 2000, and the Capacity
Spectrum Method CSM, ATC, 1996) for fragility estimation is
the evaluation of the dispersion values. In fact, these approaches
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typically do not account for record-to-record variability since the
seismic demand is represented by smooth code-compliant design
spectra (Silva et al., 2019); therefore, only the median value of
fragilities can be estimated, while default dispersion values of
fragility (e.g., the ones proposed in the FEMA P-58 report,
FEMA, 2012) are generally adopted. To overcome this issue, an
extended version of the CSM, namely, the Cloud-CSM, has been
recently proposed by Nettis et al. (2021). The method involves
calculating the performance displacement for “real” (i.e., as
recorded) ground-motion spectra to account for record-to-record
variability in a cloud-based approach explicitly. This approach was
recently adopted by Pedone et al. (2021) to propose a simplified
pushover-based framework to develop state-dependent fragility
relationships. Specifically, similarly to Polese et al. (2012)
(i.e., following the FEMA 306 approach), achieving a specific DS
after the MS is simulated by using capacity reduction factors for
stiffness, strength, and ductility of damaged structural members.
Then, seismic response analysis is performed using the Cloud-CSM,
considering the pushover curve of the structure in its undamaged
and damaged configurations. Finally, state-dependent fragility
relationships are evaluated for each DS via cloud analysis (Jalayer
et al., 2017). Based on this discussion, Figure 6 shows different
conceptual frameworks for state-dependent fragility analysis based
on non-linear static procedures and spectrum-based approaches.

Non-linear static analyses coupled with demand spectrum-
based approaches do not yet explicitly allow to evaluate energy-
based EDPs, if not through drift vs. dissipated energy empirical
relationships. Nevertheless, the pushover force-displacement
capacity curve of a damaged structure is characterized by a
reduction in terms of ductility capacity. In the CSM approach,
the equivalent viscous damping factor ξeq, describing the equivalent
dissipation capacity of the structure, is typically evaluated as a
function of the ductility and a specific coefficient related to the

hysteresis rule (Priestley et al., 2007), thus allowing to capture that a
structure in a damaged configuration has a lower energy dissipation
capacity than its pristine configuration (for the same amount of peak
displacement demand). Therefore, considering the same demand
spectrum within the CSM, a higher displacement demand is
expected for the earthquake-damaged configurations, consistently
with the physics of the problem.

Finally, simplified analytical/mechanical procedures, able to
provide the force-displacement capacity curve of a structure, can
be involved in the framework as an alternative to numerical
pushover analyses. These procedures do not need the
implementation of a numerical model and can support the
development of seismic risk studies at a large (regional) scale
involving large building portfolios. For example, Polese et al.,
2013, Polese et al., 2015 investigated a mechanism-based
approach for assessing damage-dependent fragility curves of
buildings. The proposed assessment methodology requires an “a-
priori” definition of the expected inelastic mechanism of the
structure, which is limited to a soft-story mechanism type or
global beam-sway mechanism. The force-displacement capacity
curves of the structure in its intact and damaged configuration,
obtained through the simplified mechanism-based methods, are
thus used in the same framework of Polese et al. (2012) to assess
the seismic residual capacity of earthquake-damaged buildings.
More recently, Pampanin (2021) discussed the development of a
refined version of the SLaMA (Simple Lateral Mechanism Analysis,
NZSEE, 2017) method for safety evaluation and loss assessment of
buildings in either pre- or post-earthquake configuration. The
SLaMA method is a simplified analytical mechanical procedure,
widely adopted and validated in past studies in the literature (e.g.,
Pampanin, 2017; Del Vecchio et al., 2018; Gentile et al., 2019a,b,c,d;
Bianchi et al., 2019; Pedone et al., 2022, 2023; Sansoni et al., 2022). It
evaluates the capacities of the structure at both local and global

FIGURE 6
Conceptual illustration of frameworks for state-dependent fragility analysis based on non-linear static procedures.
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levels, as well as the hierarchy of strength, and sequence of events,
within each subassembly and, thus, the expected global inelastic
mechanism. Therefore, the seismic assessment results at the local
level can be conceptually used to assess the seismic residual capacity
of damaged components in line with the FEMA 306 or the JBDPA
approach. Thus, the SLaMA result can be updated, providing the
global force-displacement capacity curve of the structure in its
damaged configuration.

The observed error between simplified andmore refined analyses to
carry out fragility relationships has been investigated by Gentile and
Galasso (2021b) for RC frame structures. Specifically, alternative seismic
response analysis methods were analyzed, involving i) non-linear static
analyses (either SLaMA or pushover analysis) coupled with the CSM; ii)
NLTHA of equivalent SDoF systems (defined using the force-
displacement capacity curve assessed by either SLaMA or numerical
pushover analyses); and iii) NLTHAofMDoFnumericalmodels. 14 RC
frames were selected to implement the study. The authors concluded
that all the simplifiedmethods generally allow assessing themedian and
dispersion values of fragility relationships with an error in the range
of ±20% compared to themore advanced analysismethod (i.e., NLTHA
of MDoF numerical model). Moreover, using NLTHAs of equivalent
SDoF systems seems not substantially superior to non-linear static
approaches coupledwith the CSM. Conceptually, a similar investigation
can be performed for simplified-to-refined frameworks for state-
dependent fragility analysis.

4 Illustrative application

4.1 Description of the case-study building

An illustrative application is herein presented to show and
discuss the advantages of adopting energy-based EDPs rather
than displacement-based peak quantities in state-dependent
fragility analyses. An RC frame structure, representative of a pre-
seismic-code building in Italy, is selected to implement the proposed

procedures. The case-study structure is a 4-story RC frame with
global dimensions shown in Figure 7. The structural skeleton
consists of moment-resistant three-bay frames in one direction
and moment-resistant two-bay frames in the orthogonal
direction. Story masses are approximately 101.5 tons and
93.6 tons for a typical story and the roof, respectively. As
mentioned before, the structure represents an archetype pre-
1970s building in Italy. Therefore, according to old code
provisions, it is designed for gravity-loads-only, and no capacity
design principles are provided; i.e., a no-ductile global behavior is
expected. In this study, the 3-bay frame in the longitudinal direction
is analyzed. The geometrical details of RC members are shown in
Figure 7. Transversal reinforcement is φ6/15 (i.e., 6-mm-diameter
stirrups at 15 cm) and φ8/15 for columns and beams, respectively.
The mean concrete cylindrical strength, f’c, equals 14.4 MPa, while
the mean steel yield stress, fy, equals 340.5 MPa.

4.2 Modeling approach

The seismic performance of the structure is analyzed by
implementing a two-dimensional lumped plasticity model in the
structural software Ruaumoko (Carr, 2016). The adopted modeling
strategy is conceptually shown in Figure 8. For the sake of simplicity, the
soil-structure interaction contribution is herein neglected, and fixed
base joints are considered. Moreover, floor diaphragms are assumed
rigid in their plane. Frame structural members are modelled as mono-
dimensional elastic elements with plastic hinges at the ends (Giberson
elements). The plastic hinges’ flexural capacity is defined through bi-
linear moment-curvature relationships, considering a plastic hinge
length, according to Priestley et al. (2007). An axial load-moment
interaction diagram is implemented for column plastic hinges. The
shear failure mechanism is also evaluated. Additional non-linear
rotational springs are implemented to model the panel zones,
characterized by equivalent column moment vs. shear deformation
relationships. Additionally, an axial load-moment interaction diagram

FIGURE 7
Global dimensions of the case-study building and geometrical details of RC members (φ = diameter of reinforcement bar).
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is implemented to account for the influence of the axial load on the
beam-column joint capacity. Accounting for beam-column joints’
capacity in the model is deemed critical for existing RC buildings
since they can exhibit a brittle failure, potentially limiting the overall
seismic performance of the structure (Pampanin et al., 2002a). Finally, a
linear strength degradation is defined for all RC structural members; the
moment capacity is set equal to zero when a deformation equal to twice
the near-collapse capacity of the member is achieved (as suggested in
Gentile and Galasso, 2021b). Concerning the hysteresis behavior, the
Takeda hysteretic model is used for beams and columns, setting the
unloading and reloading-stiffness factors as αTak = 0.3 and βTak = 0.5 for
beams and αTak = 0.5 and βTak = 0.0 for columns (a thinner hysteresis
loop for columns is considered, Priestley et al., 2007). The hysteretic
behavior of beam-column joints is modelled using the modified Sina
model (Saiidi and Sozen, 1979), including the “pinching” effect. A load
distribution proportional to the story masses is adopted for the
pushover analysis. For NLTHAs, a tangent stiffness-proportional
damping of 5% of the critical one is adopted for all the vibrationmodes.

4.3 Record selection

To perform state-dependent fragility analysis through a cloud-
based approach, a set of 621 ground motion sequences is selected to
implement the study. Cloud analysis does not need a site-specific,
hazard-consistent record selection or excessive scaling records for its
implementation (Jalayer et al., 2017). The ground motion records are
selected from three different databases (as in Aljawhari et al., 2020;
Gentile and Galasso, 2021a): 1) the 2012 KKiKSK ground-motion
database (Goda, 2015); 2) the database developed by Goda and
Taylor, 2012; and 3) the first 100 records in the SIMBAD Database
(which includes 3-component 467 records, Smerzini et al., 2014),
ranked according to their peak ground acceleration (PGA) values
considering the geometric mean of the two horizontal (X-Y)
components, and then keeping the component with the largest PGA
value (as in Gentile and Galasso, 2021b). Specifically, from the previous
two databases, only the mainshocks are selected. Information about the
magnitude and source-to-distance values, soil types, and PGA values for
the considered records can be found in Aljawhari et al. (2020). In this
work, the same earthquake sequences used in Gentile and Galasso

(2021a) are adopted. These sequences were assembled by randomly
combining two records through a Latin hypercube sampling approach.
More details about this procedure can be found in Gentile and Galasso
(2021a). The 621 ground motion sequences were selected from the
1,000 ones used in Gentile and Galasso (2021a) by choosing only the
sequences with a different record for the AS. Figure 9A shows the values
of the IM for MS and AS in each ground motion sequence; avgSA,
i.e., the geometric mean of the 5%-damped pseudo-spectral acceleration
in a range of periods, is selected as IM in this study. This IM is deemed
suitable for state-dependent fragility analysis since it accounts for both
higher mode effects and period elongation. Moreover, avgSA has been
showed to provide better accuracy and higher (relative) sufficiency
when compared to other IMs widely adopted in the literature (e.g.,
spectral pseudo-acceleration at the fundamental period of the structure,
Sa (T1)) (Minas and Galasso, 2019; O’Reilly, 2021). For each sequence,
20 s of free vibration betweenMS andAS and at the end of the sequence
are provided. An example of a ground-motion sequence is shown in
Figure 9B.

4.4 Pushover analysis and damage states
definition

In the first step, a non-linear static (pushover) analysis is carried
out to investigate the structural behavior of the case-study building.
The results in terms of the global force-displacement pushover curve
are shown in Figure 10, together with the observed plastic
mechanism.

As expected, due to the lack of capacity-design principles, a
mixed-sway mechanism involving external beam-columns joint
failures coupled with beam and column failures characterizes the
seismic behavior of the structure. The pushover analysis results are
used to define the DS thresholds adopted for the fragility analysis.
Specifically, four different structure-specific DSs are considered in
this study, namely: DS1 (slight damage), DS2 (moderate damage),
DS3 (extensive damage), and DS4 (complete damage). The
DS1 threshold corresponds to the yield displacement of the
idealized pushover curve. The DS3 threshold is identified
considering the first attainment of the Life-Safety (LS)
deformation capacity for any structural element. In contrast, the

FIGURE 8
Adopted modeling strategy (modified after Gentile et al., 2019a).
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DS2 threshold corresponds to the first attainment of 50% of the
same LS deformation capacity. Finally, the DS4 threshold refers to
the first attainment of the collapse prevention limit state for any
structural element. The applied methodology for fragility estimation
is independent of the definition of the DS thresholds, thus different
criteria can also be adopted (Gentile and Galasso, 2021a). The
defined DS thresholds are shown on the global force-
displacement capacity curve in Figure 10. A no-ductile global
seismic behavior is observed due to the failure of external beam-
column joints.

4.5 State-dependent fragility analyses

Seismic response analyses are preliminarily performed by
adopting a sequential cloud-based approach and considering the
MIDR as EDP. The DS thresholds shown in Figure 10 are converted
to MIDR thresholds using the displacement profile observed in the
numerical pushover analysis. Figure 11A shows the results of
NLTHA for MS only and the observed trend between IM
(i.e., avgSA) and EDP (i.e., MIDR) in the log-log space, as well as

the fitted PSDM (through linear regression). Moreover, the observed
DSs, based on the MIDR thresholds, are also reported.

For the undamaged configuration and MS only, a linear
relationship between avgSA and MIDR in the log-log space is
observed, and the linear regression model provides good accuracy
in estimating the seismic behavior of the structure (R2 � 0.94).
However, when considering the AS data conditioned on different
initial DS, using the MIDR as EDP leads to some statistical issues. As
an example, Figure 11B shows a comparison between the PSDM
fitted for the structure in the initial DS2 configuration and the one
for the undamaged configuration. The fitted models imply that for
IM values higher than 0.102 g the structure pre-damaged to DS2 has
a lower MIDR demand than the undamaged one, which is physically
unsound. This result directly leads to crossings between the
undamaged and damaged (i.e., state-dependent) fragility
relationships for the same DS. This is mainly due to the
limitation of displacement-based peak quantities in capturing the
damage accumulation effects, as discussed in the previous sections.
As pointed out by Aljawhari et al. (2020); Jeon et al. (2015), the
problem can be potentially solved by fitting a bi-linear PSDM.
However, the data in Figure 11B (intended as a general example)

FIGURE 9
(A) IM values for MS and AS for the selected sequences; (B) example of a ground-motion sequence.

FIGURE 10
Pushover force-displacement curve and observed plastic mechanism at DS3.
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does not show any evident bi-linear trend; thus, using a bi-linear
PSDM can hardly be justified from a physics-based standpoint.

These issues can be addressed by using cumulative EDPs, in
this case, using hysteretic energy EH as an EDP and the PSDM
proposed by Gentile and Galasso (2021a) (Section 3). The
relationship between EH (normalized to the product of
ultimate force and displacement, Fudu) and MIDR is shown in
Figure 12A, together with the fitted power-law regression model.
Due to the adopted modeling strategy (described in the previous
Section 4.2), no dissipated hysteretic energy is obtained until the
achievement of the yielding deformation capacity of the structure
(since plastic hinges’ flexural capacity is defined through bi-linear
moment-curvature relationships, with initial stiffness secant to
the yielding point and neglecting the cracking). Clearly, if a more
refined modeling strategy is adopted (e.g., tri-linear moment-
curvature relationships for structural members’ plastic hinges
involving the cracking), higher values of hysteretic energy can
be observed even for lower values of MIDR. The MIDR vs. EH,MS

relationship is used to convert MIDR thresholds into the
equivalent hysteretic energy-based ones. Then, by fitting the
five-parameter PSDM, it is possible to evaluate the relationship

between EH and IM values for both undamaged and damage-
state-dependent configurations. As an example, Figure 12B shows
the relationships between EH,AS and IMAS values for the intact
(i.e., DS0) and the initial DS2 damage configuration.

Results in Figure 12B highlight that less hysteretic energy is
dissipated in the AS if the structure has experienced a DS in the MS
(initial DS2 in Figure 12B, as an example), in line with the
observations of Gentile and Galasso (2021a).

The fitted PSDM for each initial DS is shown in Figure13A,
together with the energy-based DS thresholds. The PSDM allows
properly considering the effect of damage accumulation, as
discussed in Section 3. Specifically, in the case of an initial DS
due to an MS, part of the hysteretic energy capacity of the
structure has already been dissipated. Since energy is a
cumulative EDP, the hysteretic energy dissipated in the AS is
summed to the one dissipated in the MS, consistently with the
physics of ground-motion sequence effects. Looking at the DS
thresholds, a left shifting of the point is observed for state-
dependent results when compared to the undamaged
configuration, i.e., lower values of IM would cause the
attainment of a specific DS for such cases. Finally, state-

FIGURE 11
Cloud analysis results and PSDM for: (A) undamaged configuration and MS only; and (B) initial DS2 configuration and AS records.

FIGURE 12
(A) EH vs. MIDR relationship for undamaged configuration and MS only; (B) EH vs. IMAS relationship for undamaged configuration and initial
DS2 configuration.
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dependent fragility analysis is performed using the fitted PSDM.
Figure 13B shows the state-dependent fragilities curves. Median
and standard deviation values of both undamaged and state-
dependent fragility curves are listed in Table 2.

The results show that cumulative EDPs can enable to derive
state-dependent fragility relationships without any statistical
inconsistency. Indeed, no fragility-curve crossings are observed.
Considering a low level of damage (i.e., DS1), a reduction in
fragility median (left shifting of fragility curves) approximately
equal to 10%, 5%, and 2% are observed for DS2|DS1, DS3|DS1,
and DS4|DS1, respectively. Although this reduction leads to slight
modifications of the structural behavior of the building, with limited
impact on the safety level evaluation, they can potentially lead to
significant variations in terms of seismic economic losses (both
direct and indirect) and/or other seismic-risk metrics due to a lower
seismic performance of the structure in the operational and damage
limit states. Concerning more severe initial DSs, initial DS2 damage
leads to a reduction in the median of the fragility relationships,
approximately equal to 28% and 10% for DS3|DS2 and DS4|DS2. In
comparison, DS4|DS3 shows a reduction of 24% compared to
DS4 fragility. In these cases, assessing the increased fragility due
to initial earthquake-related damage is critical to support the
decision-making process for retrofit/repair vs. demolition in a
post-earthquake scenario.

It is worth noting that, for the sake of simplicity, “collapse cases”
- i.e., results of NLTHAs characterized by global dynamic instability
or unrealistically high MIDR value exceeding a conventionally-
adopted 10% drift threshold (e.g., Vamvatsikos and Cornell,
2002; Jalayer et al., 2017, among many others) - are not included
in this investigation. However, the influences of such cases in the
state-dependent fragility results can be considered by grouping the
results in “no collapse” and “collapse” cases and fitting a logistic
regression, as implemented in Iacoletti et al. (2023). Moreover,
Gentile and Galasso (2021a) highlighted that the proposed
procedure to convert deformation DS thresholds into energy-
based ones should be better supported by experimental data.

5 Conclusions

This paper investigated and discussed the recent findings on the
development of damage-state-dependent fragility relationships of
buildings (i.e., fragility relationships depending on the attained
damage state after a first ground motion). State-dependent
fragilities are deemed necessary when dealing with time-dependent
probabilistic seismic-risk assessments considering mainshock-
aftershock sequences or initial structural damage due to prior
earthquakes. In this context, particular focus has been given to the

FIGURE 13
(A) PSDMs and DS thresholds for both undamaged and damage-state-dependent configurations; (B) state-dependent fragility curves.

TABLE 2 Median and standard deviation values of state-dependent fragility curves.

Initial DS due to the mainshock

Undamaged DS1 DS2 DS3

μDS [g] β μDS [g] β μDS [g] β μDS [g] β

Conditional DS DS1 0.143 0.265 — — — — — —

DS2 0.281 0.265 0.254 0.265 — — — —

DS3 0.349 0.265 0.331 0.265 0.251 0.265 — —

DS4 0.432 0.265 0.422 0.265 0.387 0.265 0.327 0.265
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use of cumulative energy-based damage parameters rather than, or in
addition to, the more traditional displacement-based ones.

Firstly, to better understand the main advantages of adopting
energy-based parameters, as well as their limitations, an overview of
the energy-based seismic design/assessment procedures and damage
indices has been provided. Specifically, it has been highlighted that, in
the case of ground-motion sequences, displacement-based peak
quantities such as the maximum interstory drift ratio or the
residual drift may lead to improper consideration of cumulative
damage. In fact, these quantities do not monotonically increase
with either the number of ground motions or the length of
ground-motion excitation, differently from energy-based quantities
(e.g., hysteretic energy). Yet, displacement-based peak quantities still
provide a more “understandable” definition of damage, while defining
the structural capacity in terms of energy-based quantities is a more
complex task. In that direction, the development of damage indices
based on the combination of maximum deformation and hysteretic
energy has also been discussed, with a particular focus on the model
proposed by Park and Ang (1985), which is the most widely adopted
in the literature. Although this model relies on the concept of low-
cycle fatigue failure, suitable for ground-motion sequences, some
limitation has been highlighted that can be summarized as i) the
evaluation of the β-coefficient, representing the strength deterioration
as a function of the amount of dissipated energy; ii) the definition of a
global damage index based on the local ones; iii) the definition of
reliable DS thresholds for lower damage limit state (i.e., occupancy
and damage control).

Then, a literature review on the state-of-the-art methodologies
for state-dependent fragility analyses has been carried out.
Specifically, available procedures based on either displacement-
based peak quantities or energy-based EDPs were reported. A
particular focus has been given to the hysteretic energy-based
framework recently proposed by Gentile and Galasso (2021a).
Starting from the observation that a stable pseudo-parabolic
relationship between peak deformation and hysteretic energy can
be defined, this methodology suggests calibrating energy-based DS
thresholds using displacement-based ones. Then, a five-parameter
PSDM is fitted, consisting of a surface relating the hysteretic energy
dissipated in the sequence to the peak deformation in the first
ground motion (i.e., mainshock) and the IM of the second ground
motion (called for simplicity aftershock). This PSDM is consistent
with the relevant physics of ground-motion sequences, specifically:
i) the dissipated hysteretic energy monotonically increases
considering the maximum response in the mainshock and the
IM of the aftershock; and ii) lower hysteretic energy dissipated in
the aftershock is obtained if higher peak deformation in the
mainshock is considered. Moreover, different possible refinement
levels of seismic response analysis methods were also discussed, as
well as the possible implementation of simplified-to-refined
frameworks for developing fragility relationships of mainshock-
damaged buildings. The discussed frameworks involve the use of
i) sequential cloud-based NLTHA of MDoF numerical models
(deemed as the benchmark methodology); ii) sequential cloud-
based NLTHA of equivalent SDoF systems; and iii) non-linear
static analyses coupled with the CSM, using simplified pushover-
based methodologies for accounting for initial earthquake-related
damage (e.g., FEMA, 1998). Concerning the latter, the possible use
of simplified analytical/mechanical procedures providing the force-

displacement pushover curve of structure (such as the SLaMA
method) has also been reported.

Finally, an illustrative application has been developed to show
the limits of adopting traditional displacement-based EDPs (e.g., the
maximum interstory drift ratio) in aftershock-fragility analyses and
demonstrate the benefit of adopting energy-based ones. Specifically,
an RC frame structure, representative of a pre-seismic-code building
in the Italian region, has been selected to implement the study. The
state-dependent fragility analysis has been carried out through
sequential cloud-based time-history analyses on a MDoF
numerical model of the structure. The results highlighted that
energy-based approaches for fragility analysis allow one to
capture damage accumulation during the earthquake sequences
without statistical inconsistencies (i.e., no fragility curves crossing
between the various DSs were observed). However, some limitations
have been observed when adopting displacement-based (no
cumulative) EDPs, leading to inappropriate consideration of the
effect of damage accumulation.

The promising idea of energy-based seismic assessment should
represent an effective tool for developing statistical models
consistent with the earthquake sequences problem. However,
defining the global or local structural capacity in energy-based
EDPs is still challenging, and further experimental investigations
are deemed necessary to calibrate energy-based damage state
thresholds better. Moreover, as the energy-based EDPs are more
sensitive to the selected hysteresis rules than displacement-based
peak ones, the implementation of a proper numerical model is
deemed critical to ensure the reliability of the fragility evaluation
(although the same consideration is still valid for more traditional
fragility estimation methods as well). Future developments in this
field could involve a sensitivity analysis to investigate the impact of
the selected hysteresis rules (e.g., typology and relevant parameters)
to further validate the reliability of the method.
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